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Patron Message- JJAMC always try to 

make every event and NSS programme 

successful. I am very proudly thank to our 

hospital staff for organising Nidana 

checkup camp from 9
th
 Aug to 21

st
 August. 

I appreciate all Hospital Consultants and 

staff for their efforts toward work and 

dedication and enthusiasm. I also 

appreciate NSS activities conducted in 

college and Kankanpur village by students 

in the form of „Swachchta Pakhwadiyu‟. I 

congratulate Dr Shital for organise very 

good NSS activities. 15
th
 August was 

programme always remain in our hearts 

because of lots of activities and 

competitions. I am always ready to give 

full support to our JJAMC team for any 

work.  

 

Dr. Vijay Patel, President Prerna 

Charitable Trust.   

 

From Editor’s Desk – 

An Overview on Ashwagandha: A 

Rasayana (Rejuvenator) of Ayurveda 

Ashwagandha is an evergreen shrub that 

grows in India, the Middle East, and parts 

of Africa. It has a long history of use in 

traditional medicine. 

For hundreds of years, people have used 

the roots and orange-red fruit of 

ashwagandha for medicinal purposes. The 

herb is also known as Indian ginseng or 

winter cherry. 

The name “ashwagandha” describes the 

smell of its root, meaning “like a horse.” 

By definition, ashwa means horse. 

Practitioners use this herb as a general 

tonic to boost energy and reduce stress and 

anxiety. Some also claim that the herb may 

be beneficial for 
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certain cancers, Alzheimer‟s disease, 

and anxiety. 

More research is necessary; to date, 

promising studies into the health benefits 

of ashwagandha have mainly been in 

animals. 

This article looks at the traditional uses of 

ashwagandha, how to take it, and the 

evidence behind its possible health 

benefits and risks. 

Ashwagandha is an important herb in 

Ayurvedic medicine. This is one of the 

world‟s oldest medical systems and one of 

India‟s healthcare systems. 

In Ayurvedic medicine, ashwagandha is 

considered a Rasayana. This means that it 

helps maintain youth, both mentally and 

physically. 

There is some evidence to suggest that the 

herb can have neuroprotective and anti-

inflammatory 

effects. Inflammation underpins many 

health conditions, and reducing 

inflammation can protect the body against 

a variety of conditions. 

For example, people use ashwagandha to 

help treat the following: 

 stress 

 anxiety 

 fatigue 

 pain 

 skin conditions 

 diabetes 

 arthritis 

 epilepsy 

Different treatments make use of different 

parts of the plant, including the leaves, 

seeds, and fruit. 

What are its health benefits? 

Scientific studies have suggested that 

ashwagandha might be beneficial for a 

number of conditions. 

That said, researchers do not know a lot 

about how the herb reacts within the 

human body. Most studies so far have used 

animal or cell models, meaning that 

scientists do not know if the same results 

will occur in humans. 

There is some evidence to support the use 

of ashwagandha for the following: 

Stress and anxiety 

Ashwagandha may have a calming effect 

on anxiety symptoms when compared with 

the drug lorazepam, a sedative and anxiety 

medication. 

A 2000 study suggested that the herb had a 

comparable anxiety-reducing effect with 

lorazepam, suggesting that ashwagandha 

might be as effective for reducing anxiety. 

However, the researchers conducted this 

study in mice, not humans. 

In a 2019 study Trusted Source in humans, 

researchers found that taking a daily dose 

of 240 milligrams (mg) of ashwagandha 

significantly reduced people‟s stress levels 

when compared with a placebo. This 

included reduced levels of cortisol, which 

is a stress hormone. 

In another 2019 studyTrusted Source in 

humans, taking 250 mg or 600 mg of 

ashwagandha per day resulted in lower 

self-reported stress levels, as well as lower 

cortisol levels. 

Although this research is promising, 

scientists need to collect much more data 

before recommending the herb to treat 

anxiety. 

Arthritis 

Ashwagandha may act as a pain reliever, 

preventing pain signals from traveling 

along the central nervous system. It may 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/info/cancer-oncology/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/159442
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/info/anxiety/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/248423
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/145855.php
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/248002
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/323627
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/7621.php
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/8947
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0944711300800306?via%3Dihub
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6750292/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6979308/
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also have some anti-inflammatory 

properties. 

For this reason, some research has shown 

it to be effective in treating forms of 

arthritis, including rheumatoid arthritis. 

A small 2015 studyTrusted Source in 125 

people with joint pain found the herb to 

have potential as a treatment option for 

rheumatoid arthritis. 

 

Heart health 

Some people use ashwagandha to boost 

their heart health, including: 

 lowering high blood pressure 

 lowering high cholesterol 

 easing chest pain 

 preventing heart disease 

However, there is little research to support 

these benefits. 

One 2015 studyTrusted Source in humans 

suggested that ashwagandha root extract 

could enhance a person‟s cardiorespiratory 

endurance, which could improve heart 

health. However, more research is 

necessary. 

 

Alzheimer’s treatment 
 

According to a 2011 reviewTrusted 

Source, several studies have examined 

ashwagandha‟s ability to slow or prevent 

loss of brain function in people with 

neurodegenerative conditions such as 

Alzheimer‟s disease, Huntington‟s disease, 

and Parkinson‟s disease. 

As these conditions progress, parts of the 

brain and its connective paths become 

damaged, which leads to loss of memory 

and function. This review suggests that 

when mice and rats receive ashwagandha 

during the early disease stages, it may be 

able to offer protection. 

 

Cancer 

The same 2011 reviewTrusted Source also 

describes a few promising studies that 

found that ashwagandha might be able to 

stop cell growth in certain cancers. This 

includes reducing lung tumors in animal 

studies. 

How to take ashwagandha 

The dosage of ashwagandha and the way 

people use it depends on the condition they 

are hoping to treat. There is no standard 

dosage based on modern clinical trials. 

Different studies have used different 

dosages. Some researchTrusted 

Source suggests that taking 250–600 mg 

per day can reduce stress. Other studies 

have used much higher dosages. 

Capsule dosages often contain between 

250 and 1,500 mg of ashwagandha. The 

herb comes in the form of a capsule, 

powder, and liquid extract. 

In some cases, taking high doses can cause 

unpleasant side effects. It is best to speak 

with a healthcare professional about safety 

and dosage before taking any new herbal 

supplements, including ashwagandha. 
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આયુર્વેદ અને વ્યાયામ  

ડો. પ્રિયંકા ર્વમાા | Associate Professor | Dept.of RSBK |Jay Jalaram Ayurvedic Medical 

College,Shivpuri. 

  

 

ાઅણી દદનચમયા ાને જીલનયોરીનો વૌથી 

ઉેદિત બયગ એટરે વ્મયમયભ. ાઅણે વૌ 

જાણીએ છીએ કે કવયતનય કેટરયાં પયમદય થયમ 

છે ાને ાઅણો ાનુબલ ણ શોમ છે કે 

કવયત કયતયાં શતય એ લખત ેળયીય વયરૂ યશેતુાં 

શતુાં, બુખ વયયી રયગતી શતી ાને ખોયયક ણ 

ચતો શતો. 

છતયાં ાઅણે કવયત કયલયથી ાઅટરય દલભુખ 

કેભ? જભેયાં પયમદો શોમ ાને એનયથી દૂય 

યશીએ એટરય ભુયખ તો ાઅણે નથી! એ 

ાઅવ તો નથી ને જ ેાઅણને ાલયોધે છે. 

જો ાઅવ શોમ તો 

દલશ્વયવ યયખજો કે તભયયય ળયીયભયાં ાચો - 

ફીભયયી ાાંદયખયને ચયરુ થઈ ગઈ છે, જ ે

જરદી કયઢલયભયાં નદશાં  ાઅલે તો ભોટી ફીભયયી 

ાઅલી ળકે છે. ાઅભ સ્લસ્થ યશેલય ભયટે 

કયલયનયાં પ્રમત્નો પ્રત્મ ે ાઅવએ જ યોગનુાં 

ભૂ ફનતી શોમ છે. 

 

વયભે િે ાઅાંધુ ાનુકયણ કયીને દજભભયાં 

જઈ િભતયાંથી લધુ લજન ઉઠયલતયાં રોકોનો 

ણ લગા ફશુ ભયટો છે. જ ેઘય ેજઈને યણીનો 

ગ્રયવ ણ ધયલયયાં યવે ભાંગયલતયાં શોમ છે! 

ધણય શેલ્થ કોદસવમવ એલય ણ શોમ છે કે 

લયયાંલયય કવયત કે મોગય કે દજભભયાં જલયનયાં 

ફશુભોટય ઉભકયાં વયથે પ્રયન ફનયલતયાં શોમ 

છે ણ વયતત્મનયાં ાબયલભયાં ૨ ૪ દદલવભયાં 

(જભે દૂધ ઉબયયમ ાને ગેવ ફાંધ કયલયથી 

ળયાંત થયમ એભ) ળયાંત ડી જતયાં શોમ છે, 

યછય ૧૨ ભદશનયાં છી યછયાં ઉત્વયશી થતયાં 

શોમ છે. ાઅલય ઉત્વયશભયાં દજભની પી ણ 

જતયાં કયતયાં શોમ છે. 

 

તો વ્મયમયભ કઈ યીતે કયલો? કેટરયાં પ્રભયણભયાં 

કયલો કે જથેી પયમદય જ ભે, નુક્વયન નદશ. 

ાઅમુલેદ ળયસ્ત્રોભયાં ાઅદલળે ળુાં પ્રકયળ યડેરો 

છે? ચયરો ાઅજ ેચચયા કયીએ ાદબૂત ઔધ 

વ્મયમયભની. 

 

વ્મયખમયાઃ જ ે ળયયીદયક શ્રભ-ચેષ્ટય ભનોનુકૂ, 

ળયીયભયાં 

દસ્થયતય રયલનયય ાને ફ લધયયનયય શોમ ત ે

વ્મયમયભ છે. ધયનુાં કયભ કયલુાં એ વ્મયમયભ 

નથી. ચયરલુાં, દોડલુાં, મોગયવન, એયોફીક્વ, 

ડયાંવ, વૂમાનભસ્કયય, યભતો લગેયનેો વભયલેયય 

વ્મયમયભભયાં કયી ળકયમ. 

 

રયબાઃ વ્મયમયભથી ળયીયભયાં શલયયય ળયીય 

ુષ્ટી, 

કભાવયભર્થમા, દસ્થયતયાં, દુાઃખ-કષ્ટ વશન કયલયની 

િભતય. દોોનો િમ, ાઅવભયાં, ચયફીભયાં 

ઘટયડો ાને ાદગ્િની લૃદિ થયમ છે. 

ભયાંવેળીઓ દૃઢ થયમ છે ાને ાાંગોનુાં 

ાાંગઠન થયમ છે. શ્રભ, ઠાંડી-ગયભી, બુખ-તયવ 

લગેયનેે વશન કયલયની િભતય લધે છે, 

લૃિયલસ્થય જરદી ાઅલતી નથી. સ્થૂતય દૂય 

કયલયભયાં ણ વ્મયમયભ વભયન કોઈ દલય નથી. 

દનત્મ વ્મયમયભ કયનયયને દલરૂિ ાઅશયય ાને 

કયચો- યકો- ાર્થમ ાઅશયય ણ ચી જામ 

છે. 
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વ્મયમયભ કેટરો કયલો? - વ્મયમયભ લધુભયાં લધુ 

ાધાળદિ કયલો. ાઅભ વ્મદિ-વ્મદિએ 

ભયત્રય ફદરયમ ાઅલુાં જ બોજનભયાં, યણી 

ીલયભયાં, વ્મયમયભભયાં લગેયભેયાં ાઅમુલેદ વૌથી 

વ્મલશયરુ જલયફ ાઅ ે છે કે ાદગ્િ ાનુવયય 

ોત ે ોતયની ભયત્રય નક્કી કયલી. યવેલો 

વ્મલદસ્થત દનરલય રયગ,ે ભુખ વુકયલલય રયગ,ે 

ળયીયભયાં શરકુાં  રયગે, શ્વયવની વાંખમય લધલય 

રયગે, રૃદમનયાં ધફકયયયાં તજે થલય રયગ ે ત્મયાં 

વુધી વ્મયમયભ કયલો. ાસમથય નુકવયન થળે. 

વ્મયમયભથી વ્મદિગત િભતય લધે છી 

વ્મયમયભ લધયયી ળકયમ. દળમયય(શેભાંત- 

દળદળય ઋતુ) ભયાં ાને લાંવાંત 

ઋતુભયાં(નલેમ્ફયથી એદપ્રર વુધી) કુદયતી ફ 

લધુ શોલયથી ઉયોિ ભયત્રય વુધી વ્મયમયભ 

કયી ળકયમ, ફયકીની ઋતુભયાં થોડો વ્મયમયભ 

કયલો. 

 

લધુ ડતયાં વ્મયમયભથી નુક્વયનાઃ મોગ્મ ભયત્રય 

કયતય લધુ વ્મયમયભ કયલયથી થકયલટ, ફેચેની, 

િમ, તયવ, યિદત્ત, સ્લયવ, ઉધયવ, તયલ, 

ઉરટી લગેય ે થઈ ળકે છે. 

 

વ્મયમયભ કોને નયાં કયલો? : લજન ઉઠયલનયય, 

લધુ ચયરનયય, ાદધક ભૈથુન કયનયય, કોધ-

ળોક-બમ-શ્રભથી ીદડત, ફયકો, 

લૃિો. ધણુાં બયણ કયનયય-ફોરનયયય, બૂખમય, 

તયસ્મય, યિદત્ત, શ્વયવ, કયવ લગેય ે યોગ 

લયય, ફશુ લયત પ્રકૃદતલયય લગેયએે 

વ્મયમયભનો ત્મયગ કયલો ાથલય ફશુ ઓછી 

ભયત્રયભયાં કયલો. 

 

વયતત્મતય જાલલય ળુાં કયલુાં? ભોટે બયગે 

દદીઓની પયીમયદ શોમ છે કે શુ વયત ચયરુાં તો 

કરૂ છુાં  ણ ૨ ૪ દીલવ છી ઉત્વયશ જતો યશે 

છે ાને ધીભે ધીભે ફાંધ થઈ જામ છે. ાઅલુાં ન 

ફને એટરય ભયટે યવ કેલયલો ાદનલયમા છે. 

વૌથી વશેરો ઉયમ છે યભત 

યભો ચયરલુાં, દોડલુાં, દરૄકેટ, ફેડદભાંટન, 

લોરીફોર, ટેફરટેદનવ લગેય ેવશેરયઈથી યભી 

ળકયમ એલી યભતો છે. યભતોભયાં યવ વચલયઈ 

યશેળે. ફીજો ઉયમ છે દભત્રોનુાં વભુશ-ગ્રુ 

ફનયલો. વ્મયમયભનયાં વયથીદયયો એકફીજાને 

ફૂલાક વયતત્મ જાલલયાંભયાં ભદદ કય.ે 

વૌથી ભશત્લનો વ્મદિગત 

વાંકલ્ છે. 

 

દનષ્કળા: ાઅવ એ ળત્રુ છે ાને વ્મયમયભ એ 

દભત્ર છે. ાદ્દબુત દચદકત્વક એલય વ્મયમયભને 

વભજી, દલલેક ૂલાક જીલનભયાં સ્થયન ાઅો 

ાને સ્લસ્થ યશો. 

(વાંદબા ગ્રાંથોાઃ ચયક વાંદશતય, વુશુ્રત વાંદશતય, 

ાષ્ટયાંગરૃદમ)
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PUSHPADHANVA RASA IN 

LIFESTYLE DISORDER W.S.R. TO INFERTILITY 
Dr. Vaishali S. Patil | Assitant Professor | Dept.of RSBK | Jay Jalaram Ayurvedic Medical 

College,Shivpuri. 

 

The modern Globalization and 21
st
 century 

has landed man into various changes in his 

lifestyle.  Due to the fast going life man 

has no time to look after his health & 

maintain good quality life. Nowadays man 

has wrong dietary habits, has sedentary 

lifestyle, lack of exercise, has the habits of 

drinking, smoking, late sleeping and late 

rising habits under the name of 

modernization. Also, today‟s women are 

very much carrier oriented So facing the 

problems at stress and tension, also the age 

of marriage is increasing among men & 

women. Because of this wrong, fast and 

sedentary lifestyle, leading men and 

women into decreased nutritional status, 

vitiation of normal physiology of body, 

giving rise to menstrual adulatory 

disturbances among women erectile 

dysfunction, loss of libido, low sperm 

count, decreased potency among men.  

Also increased age of marriage leading 

them to decreased fertility. 

Rasashastra has large varieties of 

Rasaushadhis aiding on this issue but 

among them pushpadhanva Rasa is the 

significant one. It is convenient in doses, 

covering all aspects of the decease, giving 

quick result, palatable, potent, consuming 

short time for the treatment which will suit 

their fast lifestyle. It works on both male 

and female infertility.  

 

 

Infertility – 

Definition – Infertility primarily 

refers to the biological inability of a person 

to contribute to conception. 

Definition – WHO – “Infertility is 

the inability to conceive a child. A couple 

may be considered infertile if, after two 

years of regular sexual intercourse, without 

contraception, the women has not become 

pregnant (and there is no other reason, 

such as breast feeding or post partum 

amenorrhea). 

Types- 1) Primary Infertility.  – 

Inf. In a couple who have never has a child 

2) Secondary Infertility -

The failure to conceive following  

previous pregnancy. 

Textual References –  

Infertility „Vandhayatva‟ is not 

described as a whole under one head in the 

ancient texts.  It is a condition occurring 

due to vitiation of Normal health or body 

physiology for the proper conception the 

materials required are mentioned as 

„GarbhadhanSamugri‟ as, 

_u~{ks=vacqchtkukalkexz;krvadqjks ;Fkk A 

Means for the normal conception 

(Garbhadhana) these above four factors are 

important. 

1) Rutu – Proper adulatory period / 

Menstrual Period.  
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2) Kshetra – Normal reproductive 

organs     

   (Including 

Vagina, Uterus, Fallopian tubes, 

ovaries etc. ) 

3) Ambu -Proper nutrition for proper 

functioning of the body Good 

quality Saptodhatus. 

(Sarabhutdhatus) 

4) Beeja -Good quality Stribeeaj 

(Ovum-Artavam) &Pumbeeja – 

shukra(sperm) 

 

If above mentioned factors are 

proper, then one don‟t have any 

problem to concede. Various 

factors that are described in the 

texts related to or can be 

responsible for infertility, are as 

follows –  

- Yonivyapada 

(TryavartaYonidustiti) these 

includes vitiation it normal 

functioning reproductive 

organs like vagina, cervix, 

uterus, followings and ovaries.   

- Shukra – ArtavaDushti 

- Klaibya (both in male & 

female)  

 

Significance of Pushpadhanva Rasa on 

infertility –  

vYiek=ksi;ksfxRokr v:psjizlaxr%A 

f{kizekjksX;nkf;RokrvkS’kf/kH;ksvf/kdksjl%AA 

(R.R.S) 

Means, Rasaudhadhis acts in lower 

doses, don‟t have annoying taste, gives 

quick results as they carry herbs mixed 

with them faster to the desired site as a 

catalytic action of mercury, hence having 

on edge over the herbal medicines. 

Also, Rasaushadhi don‟t have 

expect Jatharagni (Koshtagni) for their 

digestion, it directly acts on targeted „ 

Dhatus‟ hence give quick results. 

Treatment of Infertility is very time 

consuming.  In this modern era as the age 

of marriage is advancing among men and 

women, are lending very hectic and fast 

life due considering to this their fertile age 

is also decreasing so, considering all these 

factors Rasaushadhis are the best option 

over the herbal remedies. 

Rashashastra have large varieties of 

Rasaushadhis aiding on this issue, but 

among them „PushpadhanvaRasa‟  is very 

significant one.  

Reference –     

gjtHkqtaxykSgapkHkzdoaxpw.kZa A  

dudfot; ;"Vh 'kkYeyhukxoYyh AA 

?k̀re/kwflrnwX/kaiw"i/kUokjlUnzks  

je;fr 'krjeknh?kZek;qcy«p AA  

(HkS-j- okthdj.kizdj.k 74@70) 

Anupana – Ghruta, Milk, butter, 

sita (Sharkara) 

Dose–  125 – 250 mg. 

Ingredients of Pushpadhanva Rasa  

1. Rasa – Sindus  -

 1 parts  

2.  Naga – Bhasma  -

 1 part  

3. LohaBhasma  -

 1 part 

4. AbhrakaBhasma  -

 1 part  

5. VangaBhasma  -

 1 part 

BhavanaDravya – Dhattura Patra 

Swarasa, BhangaKwatha, 

MadhuyashtiKwatha,ShalmaliKwat

ha, NagvelSwarasa.  
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Significance of Ingredients in the action 

of Pushpadhanva Rasa – on infertility  

 

1. Abhraka (Mica) Bhasma 

Abraka has rejuvenaking properties i.e. 

it is Rasayana means it helps in 

prodution of proper dhatus from Rasa 

to Sukradhatu 

(RegularesDhatuparipishanaKrams It is 

also Vrisya (can produce good quality 

semen and sperms – Sukradhatu).  

2. Lauha (Iron) Bhasma 

Loha have a Rasayana property 

means it makes proper Rasa and 

specially Raktadhatu which are 

necessary for proper menstruation also 

prakrutaArtava (Beeja) Nirmana.  

Also, it acts on Kleda (exess of water 

content ), fats hence controls obesity, 

edema which are seen in todays 

lifestyle disorders like PCOD 

(Polycystic ovarian disease, obesity, 

typeotheproidism. 

Good quality Raktadhatu is 

necessary its for proper supply to 

reproductive  organs and to produce 

good quality Beeja – Artava 

3. Naga Bhasma 

Naga Bhasma is itself vajjekavana, 

stimulant.  It increases potency, 

enhances libido produces good quality 

semen and very importantly gives 

strength to the reproductive organs and 

maintains their normal physiological 

working.  

4. VangaBhasma 

Vanga is also vajeekarana 

(Vrishya)It is also stambhaka 

(Astringent) due to which its can act on 

ejaculatory disorders.  It gives strength 

to reproductive organs.  It produces 

good quality Sukradhatu 

5. Rasa-sindura 

It is Rasayana (Rejuvenating 

property) It produces good quality 

dhatus from Rasa to Sukra. It is 

„Yogavahi‟ Catalytic Action means it 

carry substance mixed with it, faster to 

the desired site. It is also stimulant 

(Uttejaka).  

Significance of BhavanaDravyas in 

Pushpadhanva Rasa –  

1. Dhattura (Dhatura metal) 

i. KrushnaDhattura is 

used for medicine 

purpose. It is 

stimulant, 

(Uttejaka), 

Alhadjanaka 

(Refreshing) so, it 

works on loss of 

libido, impotency, 

erectile disorder.  

2. Bhanga (Cannabis sativa) 

i. It is also stimulant 

RasayanaVrishya.  

3. Yashtimadhu (GlycerrbizaGlabra) 

i. It is 

MadhuraCasatmaka,

Sheeta (Cool 

potency) so is 

Rasayana produces 

good quality dhatu. 

Also it resembles 

properties of 

Sukradhatu it 

produces good 

quality sukradhatu.  

4. Shalmali (SemalMulsi) 

(SalmoliaMalabarica) 

i. It is Vajelkarana, it 

is Sukrajanaka 

(Produces semen). 

Also Sukrasrutikara, 

(Aphrodisiac) 

5. Nagvel (Piper betel) 

i. It is stimulant acts 

on erectile 

disorders.  
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Looking towards the above 

mentioned significance of inure dints the 

drug designator of Pushpadhanva Rasa is 

made in such a way that it can work on all 

infertility due to today lifestyle, in both 

male and female. 

Today, man spends very fast life, 

eats fast food, junk food, canned food 

(with preservations), have sedentary life, 

works under very stressful conditions have 

habits of drinking, smoking and lack of 

exercise and mainly increased age of 

marriage among women, all these factors 

alters the normal body physiology, 

vitiation of normal body functioning 

decreased nutritional status which impacts 

very had effect on reproductive organs of 

both male and female leading them to 

lifestyle disorders like obesity, 

Hypothyrodism, Diabetes mellitus, loss of 

libidos, erectile disorders, PCOD 

(Polycystic ovarian disorder). Anorulatory 

cycles, Hemorrhage, Metrorrhagia leading 

to recurrent abortions, Infections disorders 

like syphilis Gonorrhea due to 

multisexuality or unprotected Sex.  

As Pushpadhanva Rasa have 

ingredients like Nagel, Vanga, Loha, 

Abhraka, Rasa-Sindura which are 

rejuvenating, (Rasayana), vajeekarana 

means producing good quality dhatus 

ultimately producing good quality beeha 

(Orum& sperm.) 

AbhrakaBhasma works on psycho-

somatic disorders due to todays stressful 

working.  Lohabhasma works on Anemic 

condition of women giving rejuvenating 

effect on reproductive system Naga 

&Vanga works on Genital Organs and 

overall Reproductive system to combat 

disorders like erectile dysfunction, loss of 

lido, law sperm count due to current 

lifestyle disorders like Diabetes Obesity, 

Hypothyroidism.  It vangaBhasma is 

prepared by using „Hartala‟ (AscS3 – 

Arsenic disulphide) it can be used in the 

infections disorders like syphilis, 

Gonorrhea etc.  

The Bhavanadravya have specific 

role in Pushpadhanva Rasa Dhattura, 

Bhanga and Nagvel acts as stimulant 

(Vitejaka). Shalmali (SemalMusli), 

Yashkmadhuhave  aphrodisiac property. 

So these Bhavanadravyas increases the 

potency of pushpadhanva Rasa which 

works on infertility perfectly. 

So, according to current lifestyle 

people are facing various disorders leading 

them to infertility Pushpadhanva Rasa can 

lover almost all aspects of it and can be 

better treatment modality which suits 

current lifestyle.
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JJAMC UPDATES 

જમ જરયયયભ ાઅમુલેદદક ભેડીકર કોરજે તેભજ શ્રીભદત દભમાંદતફેન ટેર ાઅમુલેદદક શોદસ્ટર દળલુયી, ગોધયય ખયત ેદનળુલ્ક 

વલાયોગ દનદયન કેમ્ તેભજ ઍન.ઍવ.ઍવ ાાંતગાત સ્લચ્છતય ખલયદડમયનો ળુબયયાંબ કયલય ભય ાઅવ્મો શતો, જભેય વલાયોગ દનદયન 

કેમ્ નો પ્રચયય ાને પ્રવયય તેભજ સ્લચ્છતય જન જાગૃદત યરેીનુ વાંમુિ ઉરૄભે ાઅમોજન કયલય ભય ાઅવ્મ ુશત.ુ. જભેય ઍન. ઍવ.ઍવ 

નય સ્લમાંવેલકો, ાધ્મયક ગણ તેભજ સ્ટયપ ઍ ઉત્વયશુલાક બયગ રીધો શતો. 

 

Swasthta Week  

दिल में हो  स्वच्छता  की आस 

 तो हर जगह बन जाती है खास । 

JJAMC celebrate Swasthata Pakhwadiyu by cleaning classes and college and hospital premises. 

ऐन.एस.एस.यूदनट, जय जलाराम आयुरे्वदिक मेदिकल कोलेज , दिर्वपुरी, गोधरा  
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15
th

 August celebration 

Celebrated 75th Independence day with great joy and enthusiasm by all students.. Nicely 

Arranged cultural program increased our joy further. 

Jay Hind , Jay Bharat. 

 

Saptahik Yagya 

 

Saptahik yagya regularly done by faculties of JJAMC and students early morning. 

 

 


